DELIVER HIGH-QUALITY DOCUMENTS FASTER

Contract Companion is proofreading software from Microsystems that allows you to review the content of documents in less time and with lower risk.

At Dykema, it’s our top priority to deliver the highest quality legal counsel available. Contract Companion helps me ensure my documents meet the client’s and the firm’s quality standards.

Dave Hambourger, CIO
Dykema Gossett

It has made our practice much more efficient. Instead of having to go through a document three to four times, we can use the program once and be confident that we are generating a high-quality, error-free document. Contract Companion almost totally eliminates the multiple-review phase.

Michael F. Brennan, Esq.
The Virtual Attorney
For more than 20 years, Microsystems has been pioneering document production solutions to help legal professionals enhance document quality, reduce costs and mitigate risks. Today we serve and support tens of thousands of legal professionals — including lawyers, secretaries and paralegals — who use our products every day.

Whether you are starting from a template, reusing a document, or editing an opposing draft, Contract Companion ensures all your agreements meet your firm’s quality standards and your clients’ expectations for error-free work.

**Adopted worldwide** – Used globally by more than 12,000 legal professionals in 420 firms.

**Start faster** – Contract Companion is easy to deploy and requires little to no training.

**Empower teams** – Enables lawyers to check their documents more quickly and effectively, reducing reliance on support staff.

### Quality

- Proofread confidently with the only comprehensive solution in the market
- Correct hard-to-see errors such as brackets, spacing and incomplete items
- Ensure accurate and consistent definitions, numbering, phrases, cross references, dates, addresses, company names, monetary values, credit card numbers, and more

### Efficiency

- Speed up the identification and review of document errors by up to 90 percent
- Rely on real-time updates to avoid rescanning of documents

### Risk

- Assess the “legal health” of a document with one click
- Complete a more precise review that is difficult to achieve manually at the 11th hour
- Reduce liabilities for clients and your firm by finding contract language errors

>“Contract Companion takes a 12-hour document proofreading job down to an hour or two.”  

Document Services Technical Coordinator, NY-Based Law Firm

---

**KEY FACTS**

- Two out of three legal professionals say they’re under too much time pressure when proofreading
- As a result one in three admit skipping proofreading tasks
- Contract Companion reduces proofreading time by up to 90 percent

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

We will work with your IT team to roll out Contract Companion across your firm.

Minimum requirements are:
- Windows 7 and later
- Office 2010 and later (32 bit)